**Attraction Facility/Exhibition Facilities**

1. **Cibeles Plaza**
   - Steam Roller Coaster Iron Bull: 63 yen, 110 yen
   - PIERROT THE CIRCUS: Indoor amusement zone
     - CIRCUS ADVENTURE: Suspended shooting ride
     - FIRE SHOOT: Water shooting ride
     - ANIMAL JUMPING: Hopping tower-type ride
     - CIRCUS HOUSE: Various kinds of playground equipment for small children
     - CARNIVAL HOUSE: 600 yen/game
     - Play a ball game and win a prize
     - Face & Body Painting: 500 yen/paint
     - Provided up to one hour before park closing
     (The finish time is subject to change.)

2. **Columbus Plaza**
   - Character Pavilion: Shira Spain Village's characters are introduced
   - 3D TRICK TOUR (Cocina): Facility where 3D art under the theme of kitchens can be experienced

3. **Carmen Avenue**
   - 3D TRICK TOUR (Torros): Facility where 3D art under the theme of bullfighting can be experienced

4. **Mayor Plaza**
   - 3D TRICK TOUR (Torros): 65 yen, 130 yen

5. **Carmen Avenue**
   - TEATRO "PUERTA DEL CAMBRÓN":
     Giant screen movie theater
     Sponsored by: KDDI CORPORATION
   - ILLUMINATION RIDE "THE NUTCRACKER":
     Travel in the world of the fairy story tale.
     Sponsored by: ASAHI BREWINERIES, LTD.
   - ICE CASTLE:
     Walk around a frozen world.

6. **The Xavier Castle Museum**
   - MUSEUM "CASTILLO DE XAVIER":
     Spanish history and art museum
     Sponsored by: Kintetsu Corporation
   - CASA DE CULTURA:
     Multi-purpose hall

7. **Santa Cruz Street**
   - WINE & BEER TRAVEL IN EUROPE:
     Exhibition of wine and beer
     Sponsored by: ASAHI BREWINERIES, LTD.
   - TREASURE HUNTING IN DRAGON'S CASTLE: 600 yen/time
     Try a treasure hunting game and win a prize.

---

**Restaurants**

8. **España Avenue**
   - España Avenue:
     Enjoy Spanish meals in a relaxing atmosphere.
   - Caféeria ISALUDI:
     Sponsored by: UCC Ueshima Coffee Co., Ltd.
   - Pizzeria PIZZA LA ROJA:
   - Restaurant ALHAMBRA

9. **Carmen Avenue**
   - Restaurant EL PATIO
     Offering a wide variety of dishes
     Sponsored by: ASAHI BREWINERIES, LTD.
   - Restaurant COMEDOR
     Character popcorn buckets

---

**Shops**

10. **España Avenue**
    - Souvenir shop HASTA LA VISTA!
    - Household goods store LA FAMILIA
    - Imported sweets and food store FAVORITO
    - Photo studio FOTO FANTÁSTICA

11. **Mayor Plaza**
    - Pottery shop CÁNTARO
    - Porcelain gallery LLADRO
    - Fashion store MAESTRO
    - Hands-on Adventure in the Fantasy World "ALICE IN WONDERLAND"

12. **Santa Cruz Street**
    - Hands-on craft shop MANO MANO
    - Fancy goods shop FANTASÍA

---

*Attraction or facility that can be used by guests in wheelchairs
Attraction or facility that can be used by children who can walk by themselves
Attraction or facility that can be used by guests at the age shown at the left or older
Attraction or facility that cannot be used by guests aged 65 or older
Attraction or facility that can be used by guests of the height shown at the left or taller
*When guests of a height of 90 to 110 cm use SPLASH MONTSETRAT, they need to be accompanied by a guardian.

3D TRICK TOUR facilities, which are marked with *, are scheduled to be open on April 22, 2016.

*Restaurants or shops may be closed according to the day and time.